Report AMA sessions On “The Topic Room” https://t.me/topicroom ( Telegram )
Ask me anything with Mr.Simon Ren As a Co- Founder & CTO GOWITHMI May 10Th 2019

 Question
 Answer

Question Number 1 Jaya 25 Telegram ID @Jaya25 :





I was very proud to be able to ask the GMAT CO- Founder, --what I want to ask is how
GMAT collaborates with the government on GMAT and digital map in GMAT in real life
issues and cryptocurrency issues that often conflict with government regulations???
another question I want to ask is how GMTA makes a very strong community such as the
top 10 market cap coins, and how to form a natural demand for GMAT coins??
3.how is the system / gift-giving model on the GMAT digital map, and how to determine the
size of the prize, so that consumers and investors know sir???

Answer From Mr.Simon :
 I think the final solution is let government see the value of blockchain technology, make
sure blockchain are really improving people's lives
 The quick answer is, let this project really change people's lives
 yes ,can be modify be every one. For the data accuracy ,Like bitcoin, our economic
system has introduced gaming. The basic idea is keep the game environment going， let
the challenger get the income， If he corrects the wrong, the punishment for the
perpetrator will always be greater than his potential income.

Question Number 2 Al25 Telegram ID @Al2533 :



how to increase the confidence of prospective investors to participate in the GMAT IEO in
gate io and how to improve the service system to consumers through giving coin prizes??
how can the GMAT system on a digital map give a gift ... will this make GMAT coin supply
on the market many more?

Answer From Mr.Simon :
 Later I can give you a systematic introduction of our plan after IEO
 No, the gifts are calculated to get more people involved in GoWithMi. If you want to get
GMAT, you need to make real contributions
Question Number 3 MoonHunter Telegram ID @moonhunter85 :


What’s your plan to deal with privacy issue? Any personal data collected and used
commercially?

Answer From Mr.Simon :
 Quick answer: no, until the technology matures, you need to take it seriously

Question Number 4 Neel!! Telegram @Neel25 :



what's your revenue stream/model? How are you gonna earn revenue in long term in order
to keep this project sustainable?
what insures GMAT that it would work better than Google? How can you make it even
comparable to google in most countries?

Answer From Mr.Simon :
 At present, we are offering customers and users another option. At least when Google
map increases its price by 14 times as before (Yes, Google did raise the price 14 times last
year ), those small Internet enterprises will not feel desperate. so revenue is not the
problem
 It should be said that the quality of map services in most countries is poor compared to
China and the United States, especially when you're trying to build your own uber or
something like that.
Question Number 5 Alan Telegram @atranxMVP :



Besides the IEO, what other plans do you have to onboard or attract users to the project?
hmm, you said it is a game on top of the map platform. How can a game make a bigger
impact beside entertainment?

Answer From Mr.Simon :
 Maps are one of the top 10 apps anywhere in the world, and if we can deliver quality
services, the number of users is not a problem. Waze has 20 million users in southeast
Asia.
 For toC users, the buildings they have visited, the roads they have traveled, and the
restaurants they have consumed can all be turned into props for them to make profits in
the crowdsourcing game. They can be truly collected and contribute these data to the
chain, so that the spatial geographic information data of the buildings, roads and
restaurants can serve others and be rewarded. On the one hand, it is a map that you
participate in and keep profiting from. On the other hand, it is a map that you own your
data for free and does not belong to you. The two functions are the same, the former one
will have more obvious advantages with more people participating, which one will you
choose? please check this

Question Number 6 Samme Telegram @darkdragonzzz :





Which countries does it not work in? So far everywhere I been it's worked fine... Yes I'm
aware data is being monopolised and sold Does this decentralised map cost money to
use??
For the end user does it cost any money to use it? Your map
Do you have a working product at the moment to try? And why do you need tokens for if its
free to use for us users?

Answer From Mr.Simon :
 for you not (they steal your data), for uber or other company yes.
 Of course not. They make money and even buy land
 Of course, please check above. Give gifts to get more people involved. Believe me, it's
worth it.

Question Number 7 Pandu Telegram @Persib26 :


how does GMAT improve the security of the wallet system and user data system to ensure
its security ... we know that in this week there was theft of BTC on one of the big
exchanges hehe??

Answer From Mr.Simon :
 Quick answer, in a decentralized way. Using a decentralized wallet is by far the safest.
That's what we do

Question Number 8 Amir Telegram @sunriseup :


Can the map be altered like Wikipedia can be altered by anybody? What checks and
balances are there to ensure accurate mapping? Just entered here

Answer From Mr.Simon :
 yes ,can be modify be every one. For the data accuracy ,Like bitcoin, our economic
system has introduced gaming. The basic idea is keep the game environment going， let

the challenger get the income， If he corrects the wrong, the punishment for the
perpetrator will always be greater than his potential income.

Question Number 9 Firman Darmawansyah Telegram ( - ) :


the Crypto industry is difficult to predict in the future because new methods will continue to
emerge. Is Gowithmi sure that the IEO is being heralded as a new future which is a solution
to minimize fraud?

Answer From Mr.Simon :
 I can't provide an absolutely correct answer. But I can share with you what I'm going to do
at GoWithMi to make sure that GoWithMi is going to generate value for everybody . In fact,
what I want to say more is the economic logic behind it.

